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Abstract. Field measurements of the flow interaction between the near-wake of an upstream wind turbine and the induction

zone of a downstream turbine are scarce. Measuring and characterising these flow features in wind farms at various opera-

tional states can be used to evaluate numerical flow models and design of control systems. In this paper, we present induction

zone measurements of a utility-scale 3.5 MW turbine with a rotor diameter of 126 m in a two-turbine wind farm operating

under waked and un-waked conditions. The measurements were acquired by two synchronised continuous-wave WindScanner5

lidars that could resolve longitudinal and lateral velocities by dual-Doppler reconstruction. An error analysis was performed

to quantify the uncertainty in measuring complex flow situations with two WindScanners. This is done by performing a Large

Eddy Simulation while using the same measurement layout, modelling the WindScanners sensing characteristics, and sim-

ulating similar inflow conditions observed in the field. The flow evolution in the induction zone of the downstream turbine

was characterised by performing horizontal planar dual-Doppler scans at hub height. The measurements were conducted for10

undisturbed, fully waked and partially waked flows. Evaluation of the engineering models of the undisturbed induction zone

showed good agreement along the rotor axis. In the full wake case, the measurements indicated a deceleration of the upstream

turbine wake due to the downstream turbine induction zone as a result of the very short turbine spacing. During a wake steering

experiment, the interaction between the laterally deflected wake of the upstream turbine and the induction zone of the down-

stream turbine could be measured for the first time in the field. Additionally, the analyses highlight the affiliated challenges15

while conducting field measurements with synchronized lidars.

1 Introduction

During operation, wind turbines create a reduced velocity region upstream due to rotor thrust, i.e. the induction zone. To

account for the induction zone, the IEC 61400-12-1 (International Electrotechnical Commission, 2022) standard recommends

performing freestream velocity measurements more than 2 to 4 rotor diameters (D) upstream of the turbine. Wind turbines also20

create wakes, the main driver of unfavourable aerodynamic interactions in a wind farm where the downstream turbine extracts

less power and is subject to higher structural loads due to reduced wind speeds and high wake turbulence. The near wake of a

turbine extends 2.0 D to 4.0 D downstream and is highly influenced by rotor aerodynamics (Göçmen et al., 2016). Therefore,
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for tightly packed wind farms, the induction zone of a downstream turbine can overlap with the near wake of an upstream

turbine.25

The upstream induction zone of a wind turbine has consequences for many wind power applications. The velocity deficit

upstream of the turbine is responsible for the estimation bias in power curve measurements for isolated turbines (Slinger et al.,

2020) and global blockage at the wind farm level (Schneemann et al., 2021). Moreover, the flow slowdown and expansion

around the turbine also affect lidar-based feedforward controllers, which require precise information on the velocity magni-

tudes and arrival times at the rotor (Dunne et al., 2014). Several approaches have been previously followed to numerically30

(Medici et al., 2011; Branlard and Gaunaa, 2015; Troldborg and Meyer Forsting, 2017) and experimentally (Asimakopoulos

et al., 2014; Simley et al., 2016; Mikkelsen et al., 2020) investigate the induction zone in free inflow conditions. The most

detailed three-dimensional triple-synchronised lidar characterisation of the induction zone by Simley et al. (2016) was per-

formed around a Vestas V27 turbine with a diameter of 27 m, which is not representative of modern utility-scale multi-MW

turbines.35

Wind turbines operating in the downstream rows of wind farms are not always exposed to undisturbed inflow. Depending on

the farm layout, wind direction, and wake effects such as meandering (Trujillo et al., 2011) and wake deflection strategies

(Jiménez et al., 2009), the downstream turbines operate under partial or fully waked inflow. High-resolution measurements of

the induction zone in partial and fully waked inflows are still limited.

Engineering models of the induction zone have been developed to accurately estimate the annual energy yield and implement40

flow control strategies. Medici et al. (2011) presented a 1-D model for the induction zone using a vortex sheet method. Bran-

lard and Gaunaa (2015) developed a 2-D induction zone model based on a vortex cylinder implementation. Troldborg and

Meyer Forsting (2017) presented a self-similar analytical 2-D induction zone model. Branlard and Meyer Forsting (2020) cou-

pled these models with the wind farm simulation tool FLOw Redirection and Induction in Steady State (FLORIS) (NREL,

2023) to provide flow estimations for wind farm control purposes. Although the coupling was evaluated against actuator disk45

simulations, a comparison with full-field data has not yet been performed because of the lack of high-quality field measure-

ments.

Lidars are capable of measuring the velocity through the Doppler shift remotely and provide a way to measure the flow

around wind turbines in the field (Werner and Streicher, 2005). Field measurement campaigns using scanning lidars provide

valuable data which can be used to characterise the induction zone behaviour for highly dynamic inflow conditions, atmospheric50

stabilities, and turbine interactions. However, conducting full-field measurements is challenging because of the complicated

installation, highly dynamic inflow conditions, finite number of measurement sensors, and their associated limitations and un-

certainties, which add complexity during post-processing. Multi-lidar systems such as WindScanners (Simley et al., 2016) can

perform user-defined trajectories, whereby the laser beams are synchronised in space and time, enabling the resolution of two

or three wind velocity components depending on the number of devices used. These devices have been used previously to map55

the induction zone (Simley et al., 2016), measure the flow around trees (Angelou et al., 2021), helicopter downwash (Sjöholm

et al., 2014) and in the wind tunnel (van Dooren et al., 2017; Hulsman et al., 2022b; van Dooren et al., 2022). Depending on

the orientation and scan pattern, detailed two- or three-dimensional flow retrievals are possible. However, a thorough error and
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uncertainty assessment is required before interpreting the measurements, owing to the lidar measurement principle and scan-

ning limitations, such as the volume averaging effect, assumptions on the vertical velocity for dual-Doppler reconstruction,60

scanning speeds, beam pointing, and intersection accuracies.

Several studies have been conducted to estimate the measurement accuracy of scanning lidar retrievals. van Dooren et al.

(2017, 2022) presented an uncertainty analysis considering the lidar measurement uncertainty and the artificially added uncer-

tainty of the dual-Doppler reconstruction for a two-lidar configuration. Giyanani et al. (2022) presented an uncertainty model

to reconstruct a 3D wind vector considering the probe volume and the pointing accuracy for a three-lidar configuration. Em-65

ulating lidar measurement properties in high-fidelity CFD simulations provides a high-quality reference for error assessment

and uncertainty quantification. Such approaches have been extensively utilised to understand long-range, pulsed scanning lidar

measurements and their limitations (Lundquist et al., 2015; Bromm et al., 2018; Rahlves et al., 2022; Robey and Lundquist,

2022). For continuous-wave systems, Kelley et al. (2018); Debnath et al. (2019) used virtual-lidar in Large-Eddy Simulations

(LES) approach to evaluate the accuracy of retrieving horizontal wind speeds for turbine-mounted wake scanning lidars con-70

sidering effects such as probe volume averaging, assumption of zero vertical velocity and atmospheric effects such as stability.

Meyer Forsting et al. (2017) utilised a virtual lidar technique to understand the influence of measurement averaging on wake

measurements. They reported that the differences between lidar and point measurements are greatest at wake edges where the

probe volume extends from the wake into the freestream reaching up to 30 % at 1 D downstream up to 60 % at 3 D down-

stream.75

In this study, two synchronised ground-based continuous-wave WindScanner lidars were used to characterise the flow region

between two 3.5 MW turbines, which were spaced 2.7 D apart. The very short spacing creates an interaction between the

near wake of the upstream turbine and the induction zone of the downstream turbine. During the measurement campaign, we

implemented an active wake steering control on the upstream turbine. The near wake-induction zone interaction is of interest

for wake steering control. Therefore, cases such as partial and full wake impingement with the induction zone are examined.80

Considering the measurement campaign, the main objectives of the paper include:

1. Demonstration of two-dimensional scanning of wind fields around utility-scale turbines with two synchronised Wind-

Scanner lidars.

2. Identification and investigation of errors associated with performing ground-based synchronised scanning lidar measure-

ments with two WindScanner in a controlled simulation environment.85

3. Characterisation of the two-dimensional induction zone behaviour and interaction between two closely spaced turbines

for unwaked, waked and partial wake scenarios and evaluation of induction zone models.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the measurement and LES simulation setup. The

results from the LES simulations and the full field measurements in Section 3. A discussion of the results and conclusions are

presented in Section 4 and 5 respectively.90
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2 Methods

A description of the wind farm layout and the measurement setup is provided in Subsection 2.1. Subsection 2.2 contains

information on the WindScanners, the programmed scan trajectories, and the data processing methods. The collected datasets

are presented in Subsection 2.4. The setup of the Large-Eddy Simulation including the lidar simulator is explained in Subsection

2.5.95

2.1 Test site description and inflow characterisation

The measurement campaign was conducted from November 2020 to June 2021 at a wind farm close to Kirch Mulsow in North-

ern Germany. The site has two eno126 turbines from eno energy systems GmbH with a rated wind speed of 11.4 m/s and power

of 3.5 MW with a diameterD = 126 m. The upstream and downstream turbines are abbreviated as WT1 and WT2 respectively.

100

Figure 1. The wind park and measurement layout at Kirch Mulsow overlayed with elevation contours. A zoomed-out image of the site is

shown in the top right corner illustrating the hills present upstream of the wind park. MM and VAD refer to the met mast and the inflow lidar

while WS1 and WS2 refer to the two WindScanners. © Microsoft Bing.

The layout of the site is illustrated in Fig. 1. The hub height of the downstream turbine at 137 m is 20 m higher than that

of the upstream turbine at 117 m. The site itself is characterised as farmland with moderately rolling hills. The elevation data
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presented in Fig. 1 was obtained with a resolution of 200 m maintained by the German Ministry of Cartography and Geodesy.

While the elevations at the turbine locations are approximately 52 m, abrupt changes in elevation are seen upstream notably

the presence of a small hill with an elevation of 105 m, 22 D upstream of WT1 along the predominant wind direction of 228°.105

This creates a slope of 1.09° towards the two turbines. The village Garvensdorf was approximately 1200 m (9.5 D) upstream

of WT1 along θwdir = 228°. Furthermore, a treeline exists between WT1 and WT2 extending towards the met mast with a

height of approximately 15 m to 20 m that can act as a windbreak and can cause perturbation to the wind flow (Counihan et al.,

1974). Other tree lines and clumps of forested areas are present at various upstream positions along θwdir = 228°. During the

measurement campaign, wake steering tests were performed on WT1 leading to partial wake scenarios at WT2. Additional110

information on the wake steering campaign is available in Hulsman et al. (2022a).

Inflow conditions were measured by a met mast placed 2.6 D north of WT1, equipped with two anemometers, Thies First

Class Wind Transmitter anemometer of type 4.3352.00.400 at the lower tip of 54 m and close to the WT1 hub height of 116 m.

A wind vane of type Thies First Class Wind Direction Transmitter of type 4.3151.00.212 is also installed at 112 m. All the

instruments stored the data at a sampling rate of 50 Hz. To measure the atmospheric stability, an integrated CO2/H2O open-115

path gas analyser and 3D sonic anemometer (Irgason, Campbell Scientific) were also installed on the mast at a height of 6m

on a boom oriented towards 136°. More details on the derivation of the Obhukhov length from the Irgason are detailed in

Bromm et al. (2018). The inflow measurements were further supported by a WindCube 200S lidar placed 1.9 D upstream of

the WT1. The ground-based lidar was performing VAD scans with an elevation angle of 75° and with range gates set from

50 m to 840 m with a spacing of 5 m and a pulse length of 25 m. The accumulation times and angular speeds were 0.5 s and120

30° s−1, respectively. The data from the VAD scans were binned into 10-minute averages from which the wind shear and veer

profiles were estimated. The turbine heading of WT1 and WT2 during operation was precisely measured using a differential

GPS System of the type 3 Trimble Zephyr™ model. All the measurement devices were synchronised to the UTC time.

2.2 WindScanners

The WindScanners are continuous-wave (cw) scanning lidars with a steerable scanner head that users can program to perform125

any user-defined scan trajectory (Mikkelsen et al., 2017). The steerable scanner head consists of two prisms connected to

individual drives, which can be rotated independently, while a third motor is used to control the focal distance of the lidar.

Each of the two prisms deflects the focused laser beam by ±30° to achieve a maximum measurement cone angle of 120°.

In the present setup, the lidar can continuously sample line-of-sight speeds at a maximum sampling rate of 451.7 Hz. Two

WindScanners were installed in the field in the region between the two turbines inside offshore containers for weather protection130

(Fig. 2 (a)).

Both WindScanners synchronously provide a Doppler velocity spectrum for every measurement sample calculated from a

discrete Fourier transform of the backscattered light sampled at 120 MHz. The individual Doppler spectra are averaged to

reduce noise, and the shot-noise-based mean background spectrum is removed to obtain the peak of the Doppler spectra. The

line-of-sight velocity is estimated by determining the spectral peak through the median peak-finding method for continuous-135

wave lidars, as it is less sensitive to spurious noise than the centroid and maximum methods (Angelou et al., 2012).
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a) b)

Figure 2. (a) View of WS2 installed in a weatherproof container with WT1 in the background. The WindScanners were lifted through a hatch

on the roof during operation using a hydraulic table. (b) The two laser beams from WS1 and WS2 simultaneously focused over a distance of

approximately 200 m at WT2 onto a 5.3 cm by 8.6 cm laser beam detector card (white dots) after performing a steering calibration.

A single lidar can only estimate the line-of-sight (vlos) speed along the laser beam direction that contains contributions from

all three velocity components:

vlos = cos(χ)cos(δ)u+ sin(χ)cos(δ)v+ sin(δ)w, (1)

where u,v and w are the longitudinal, lateral, and vertical wind velocity components, respectively, and χ and δ are the azimuth140

and elevation of the laser beam, respectively. By synchronising the two WindScanners in time and space, the WindScanners

can estimate in the intersection point, the two dimensional wind speed component projected on the plane defined by the beams.

vlos,1

vlos,2

=

cos(χ1)cos(δ1) sin(χ1)cos(δ1) sin(δ1)

cos(χ2)cos(δ2) sin(χ2)cos(δ2) sin(δ2)



u

v

w

 (2)

The u,v velocity components can be resolved by an additional assumption of the vertical flow component and combining the145

two vlos measurements by dual-Doppler wind field reconstruction by solving Eq. (2). Equation 2 can now be rewritten as:

u=
sin(χ2)cos(δ2)(vlos,1− sin(δ1)w)− sin(χ1)cos(δ1)(vlos,2− sin(δ2)w)

cos(δ1)cos(δ2)sin(χ2−χ1)
(3)

v =
cos(χ1)cos(δ1)(vlos,2− sin(δ2)w)− cos(χ2)cos(δ2)(vlos,1− sin(δ1)w)

cos(δ1)cos(δ2)sin(χ2−χ1)
(4)

In our measurements, the actual local value of the w component is unknown. Without generalisation, we assume that the150

vertical flow component to vanish in our case. The uncertainty associated with measuring three-dimensional flow events with
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two synchronous lidars is discussed in Section 2.3. Another important lidar measurement property is volume averaging, that is,

the vlos measurements contain weighted contributions along a volume extending on either side of the focus point along the laser

beam direction. The measured line-of-sight velocities of a cw lidar at the position x = (x,y,z), vlos(x) can be mathematically

expressed as the convolution of the wind vector u(x) projected along the laser beam direction and the volume averaging155

function:

vlos(x) =

∞∫
−∞

φ(s)n ·u
(
sn + x

)
ds. (5)

Here, n is the unit vector along the line-of-sight direction and φ(s) is the spatial volume averaging function following Sonnen-

schein and Horrigan (1971) for cw lidars approximated as a Lorentzian function where s is the distance from the focal point

along the laser beam. For cw lidars, the range weighting of line-of-sight speeds that occur along the laser beam direction at a160

point located at a distance f away from the lidar can be expressed as the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the focused

laser beam Γ = 2λf
2

πa . Here, λ= 1.56 µm and a= 56 mm are the laser wavelength and effective radius of the lidar’s 6" aperture

telescope, respectively. As the length of the measurement volume is related to f2, the measurement volume is quite large at

large distances, and hence turbulent structures smaller than the measurement volume will be low-pass filtered by the lidar.

2.2.1 Scanning patterns165

The region of interest within this work is the inflow of WT2. The WindScanners are programmed to perform spatially and

temporally synchronised horizontal plane scans upstream of WT2. The measurement plane is at hub height and centred around

the alignment of WT1 and WT2 at 228°. The WindScanners were not perfectly symmetrical to WT2 because of a tree line

which prohibited symmetrical placement of WS1 with WS2 and WT2. The measurements are visualised in a global fixed
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Figure 3. Illustration of the horizontal scanning pattern performed by the WindScanners, indicating the relative position of the two turbines

and the two WindScanner with and without an intentional misalignment. The coordinate system is centred at the bottom of WT2.
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reference frame centred at the bottom of WT2, where the x-axis is the connecting line between the two turbines, and the y−170

and z− axes are positive to the right looking towards WT2 and in an upward direction. The scan pattern was composed of a

sinusoidal variation of the x−,y− coordinates of the focal point:

x(t) =Ax sin

(
2πt

T

)
+x0 y(t) =Ay sin

(
20 · 2πt
T

)
+ y0 z(t) = z0. (6)

Here Ax = 0.60 D, Ay = 0.59 D are the amplitudes while x0 = -0.20 D, y0 =0 D, z0 =137.0 m are the offsets and T is the

time period to complete each trajectory with each scan taking 29.6 s to complete. The horizontal scan plane at the hub height175

of WT2 extends from 0.8 D upstream of the turbine to 0.4 D downstream, with a width of 1.18 D as shown in Fig. 3. The

offsets due to the terrain-induced height differences and the vertical offset of the WindScanners inside the container mounting

are included in Eq. (6), and are tabulated in Table 1.

Table 1. Relative and normalised distances from the bottom of WT2 and WS1, WS2 and WT1. The height offsets for WS1 and WS2 are

calculated from the middle of the outer prism at the highest jacked-up position of the hydraulic table (Fig. 2 (a)).

x (m) y (m) z (m)

WS1 -157.82 (1.25 D) -112.37 (0.89 D) -1.25

WS2 -54.04 (0.43 D) -199.76 (1.59 D) -0.60

WT1 -240.98 (1.91 D) -234.04 (1.86 D) -2.06

WT2 0 0 0

With a temporal sampling rate set at 451.7 Hz, each complete scan had approximately 13079 measurement points. In this

sector, active wake steering was performed by toggling between two unique wake steering controllers and one greedy con-180

troller where no wake steering is performed, each operational for 35 minutes. The measurement campaign regarding the active

wake steering is described in detail in Hulsman et al. (2022a). The WindScanner measurements are then subdivided into 35

min blocks, each representing a different operating state of the upstream turbine. All horizontal plane scans are grouped and

averaged to obtain averaged profiles of the measured longitudinal and lateral velocities. For visualisation, the longitudinal and

lateral velocities are interpolated using a cubic interpolation scheme onto a uniform grid with a spacing of 10 m. We rotated185

all measurements in the global reference frame into the main wind direction measured at the met mast at 1 m below WT1 hub

height.

2.3 WindScanner measurement errors and uncertainties

While performing synchronised WindScanner measurements, several errors affecting the measurement accuracy can be broadly

divided into single- and dual-lidar errors. For this particular site and measurement setup, the various lidar errors, their impact190

and their analysis methodology are tabulated in Table 2.
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Table 2. Summary of Dual-Doppler lidar measurement errors. Here, LES and SUP refers to Large Eddy Simulations and Standard Uncer-

tainty Propagation methods that are described in the following sections.

Error Source Impact LES SUP

Single-Lidar

vlos accuracy Inaccuracy in estimation of radial wind speeds Low X

Probe volume averaging Measurement volume variation during scanning Medium X

Dual-Lidar

Pointing accuracy Imprecise pointing angles inherent to the lidar systems Low X

Dual-Doppler reconstruction error Amplification of single-Doppler uncertainty due to dual-Doppler reconstruction High X X

Statistical uncertainty Flow turbulence combined with slow scanning times requires multiple scans Medium X

Assumption of w = 0 m/s Assumption for a dual-lidar setup High X X

2.3.1 Single-lidar errors and uncertainties

First, we discuss the sources of the errors associated with single-lidar systems. For WindScanners, the absolute measurement

uncertainty of the lidar radial velocity estimation was experimentally determined by Pedersen and Courtney (2021) to be less195

than 0.1% under nearly ideal conditions.
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Figure 4. (a) The variation of the lidar measurement volume with focus distance. The dashed lines indicate the minimum and maximum

measurement ranges, and (b) the variation in the effective lidar measurement volume within the scanning area.

While performing scanning cw lidar measurements, a variable measurement volume exists throughout the scan area. For the

horizontal scans, the WindScanners measured at distances from 145 m to 296 m, corresponding to a probe volume ranging

from 6.65 m (0.05 D) to 27.75 m (0.21 D), as shown in Fig. 4 (a, b). The WindScanners with their larger 6" aperture and200

shorter focus rods enabled the probe volume to remain below 30 m (0.24D) even at the maximum 300 m range in comparison

to the previously used 3" WindScanners with smaller aperture (van Dooren et al., 2017). The probe volume averaging effect
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is a significant source of uncertainty, especially at considerable focus distances, as it can lead to a measured wind speed bias

in a sheared flow. This effect concerns our study as it is most severe for measurements at the wake edges, as the measurement

volume extends from inside the wake to the freestream, and for measurements very close to the downstream turbine WT2,205

as the measurement volume would extend partially into the turbine wake. Due to range weighting, velocity measurements are

subject to spatial filtering that attenuates the high-frequency wind information, which makes estimates of small-scale turbulence

challenging at large focal distances.

2.3.2 Dual-lidar errors and uncertainties

Next, we discuss dual-Doppler pointing accuracy, which concerns the ability to steer the focused laser beam to a predefined210

point in space. To enable dual-Doppler wind field reconstruction, the laser beams from the two WindScanners must focus and

be spatially and temporally synchronised with each other. The scanner orientation and levelling were thoroughly checked in a

controlled laboratory. The final calibration of the steering motors was performed using the turbine tower and a rotating setup as

hard targets, and by locating the laser beams using an infrared sensor card (Fig. 2 (b)). A pointing accuracy of 0.1° was deter-

mined in the field from the commanded and actual positions of the motors steering the prism. The temporal synchronisation of215

WindScanners was validated in a previous wind tunnel campaign by van Dooren et al. (2022) and in the field by Giyanani et al.

(2022). Giyanani et al. (2022) also estimated similar ranges for the pointing accuracy and calculated the effective intersection

diameter at the intersection volume of laser beams to be in the order of 2 m to 5 m.

Due to the spatial and temporal variation in turbulence and the scanning strategy that requires a finite amount of time to com-

plete each scan, the dominant flow features in the induction zone would not be revealed until multiple scans are collected and220

averaged. The chosen averaging period must allow the mean velocity measurements to converge while maintaining similar flow

conditions throughout the scan duration. Simley et al. (2016) showed that for their measurements where each longitudinal scan

took 10 seconds to complete, the dominant flow features were revealed after averaging for at least 3 minutes (18 scans) while

the results were presented as 10-minute (60 scans) averages. In our setup, owing to the active toggling of the yaw controller

on WT1, the inflow into WT2 changed every 35 minutes; hence, a maximum of only 71 complete scans were available for225

ensemble averaging over 35 minutes. The ability of WindScanners to capture salient flow features in the induction zone is

further investigated in Section 3.1 through statistical uncertainty analysis.

The error in the dual-Doppler reconstruction is dependent on the relative alignment Rint of the laser beams to each other,

which depends on the lidar position and measurement trajectory (Stawiarski et al., 2013; Peña and Mann, 2019). If the two

laser beams are aligned with each other and with the main wind direction, the longitudinal wind component can be estimated230

accurately, whereas the orthogonal wind speed component cannot be accurately reconstructed. In other words, when the inter-

section angle tends towards 0° or 180°, the lateral component cannot be resolved. Figure 5 (a) illustrates the variation of Rint

in the scan plane which decreases from 68° at x/D = -0.8 to 34° at x/D = 0.2.
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Figure 5. The variation of the beam intersection angle Rint (a) and the elevation angles, δWS1 (b), δWS1 (c) in the scanning area. WT2 is

represented by a black vertical line at x/D = 0.

The rotation in the wake of the upstream turbine induces a non-negligible vertical component in the flow. Therefore, the235

w = 0 m/s assumption to obtain Eq. (2) contributes to an error in dual-Doppler reconstruction. As the WindScanners are

programmed to scan at the WT2 hub height (137 m), the corresponding elevation angles for WS1 (28° to 55°) and WS2 (25°

to 56°) introduce a directional bias (Fig. 5 b, c). Hence in Eq. (1), the spatial variation of the non-zero vertical component and

the corresponding sin(δ) terms are a major error source, especially at measurement points with large elevation angles. While

installing the lidars closer to WT1 would reduce the required elevation angles, the lidar position was dictated and limited by240

the maximum achievable 300 m of range and available installation area.

Furthermore, we calculate the total uncertainty in the estimation of the longitudinal (eu) and lateral (ev) wind components

by applying the Standard Uncertainty Propagation (SUP) method (Stawiarski et al., 2013; van Dooren et al., 2017) on Eqns.

3 and 4. Assuming small errors and zero correlation between them, the method considers the total propagated uncertainty in

the dual-Doppler reconstruction due to beam intersection angles, pointing errors, and line-of-sight estimation errors due to245

neglecting the vertical flow component, and is described by the following equations:

eu =

√(
∂u

∂vlos,1
evlos,1

)2

+

(
∂u

∂vlos,1
sin(δ1)ew

)2

+

(
∂u

∂vlos,2
evlos,2

)2

+

(
∂u

∂vlos,2
sin(δ2)ew

)2

+

(
∂u

∂χ1
eχ1

)2

+(
∂u

∂χ2
eχ2

)2

+

(
∂u

∂δ1
eδ1

)2

+

(
∂u

∂δ2
eδ2

)2

(7)

ev =

√(
∂v

∂vlos,1
evlos,1

)2

+

(
∂v

∂vlos,1
sin(δ1)ew

)2

+

(
∂v

∂vlos,2
evlos,2

)2

+

(
∂v

∂vlos,2
sin(δ2)ew

)2

+

(
∂v

∂χ1
eχ1

)2

+(
∂v

∂χ2
eχ2

)2

+

(
∂v

∂δ1
eδ1

)2

+

(
∂v

∂δ2
eδ2

)2

(8)

where evlos,1
,evlos,2

are line-of-sight errors, ew is the error due to assumption of zero vertical velocity, i.e., the true value of250

w and eχ1 ,eχ2 ,eδ1 and eδ2 are lidar pointing errors. All the uncertainty terms in the paper are the 1.96 σ values of the cor-

responding error distributions; i.e. they are expected to include 95 % of all values. While SUP can be used to understand the
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influence of different aspects concerning measurement accuracy, not all errors can be studied in detail due to lack of references.

Therefore, we also used additional lidar simulations to understand and quantify the different errors affecting the dual-Doppler

reconstruction. The impact of the measurement volume, averaging times, lidar placement, and trajectory on the measurements255

is qualitatively investigated in Section 3.1 using a virtual lidar within LES.

2.4 Measurements

As the region of interest was the zone between the two turbines, measurements were only performed when the turbines were

aligned, i.e. when the wind direction was approximately 228°. We noticed that many measurements were also affected by260

unfavourable conditions such as rainfall and lower availability of aerosols to backscatter the laser beam. For operational safety

reasons, the WindScanners were operated only with on-site personnel supervision. The measurements were further influenced

due to the presence of the wind turbine nacelle and the rotating blades that would systematically reduce data availabilites in

the scan region. We present exemplary measurements of four cases made during February 2021, which are summarised and

tabulated in Table 3.265

In Case 1, WT1 was switched off while WT2 was operational; hence, an undisturbed induction zone upstream of the turbine

WT2 was expected. In Case 2, the two turbines were active and aligned, creating a full-wake inflow scenario for WT2. Cases 3

and 4 are measurements conducted while the wake steering control was active on the upstream turbine with averaged measured

yaw offsets of 12.8° and -8.9°, respectively, creating a partial wake scenario at WT2.

Table 3. Overview of the measurement cases acquired in the field. Each case is characterised by its freestream wind speed u∞, turbulence

intensity (TI), integral length scale (Ti), mean θwdir and its standard deviation within the measurement period, stability parameter (z/L),

stability, wind veer (γ), αshear and the yaw offset of the turbines (γWT). Here the following abbreviations are used: Strong Stable (SS),

Weakly Stable (WS) and Near Neutral (NN)

Case Duration u∞ TI Ti θwdir ±σwdir z/L γ αshear Status γWT1 γWT2

(min) (m/s) (%) (s) (°) (-) (°) (-) WT1 /WT2 (°) (°)

1 53 8.51 9.30 9.4 225.3 ± 9.1 0.040 (WS) 2.1 0.21 Off /On 3.7 0.9

2 35 9.60 7.68 10.5 225.3 ± 7.1 0.003 (NN) 19.8 0.38 On /On -1.3 0.6

3 32 8.11 7.80 11.1 217.1 ± 9.8 -0.034 (NN) 13.3 0.23 On /On 12.8 2.2

4 26 8.68 5.39 9.1 227.2 ± 4.4 1.307 (SS) 19.4 0.49 On /On -8.9 -1.1

LES 35 mins 7.77 6.7 4.5 228 ± 4.4 - (SS) 20.7 0.44 On /On 0 0

The freestream wind speed u∞, turbulence intensity TI, wind direction θwdir and its standard deviation were calculated using270

the anemometer and wind vane at the hub height of WT1 placed on the met mast. The integral time scales Ti are calculated

following Cheynet et al. (2016) by integrating the auto-correlation function till the first zero crossing. The atmospheric sta-

bility of the boundary layer can be characterised well by the Monin-Obhukov similarity theory (Monin and Obukhov, 1954;

Barthelmie, 1999). The Obhukov parameter (z/L) was measured by the eddy covariance station at a height of 6 m above the
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ground. The Monin-Obhukov length was calculated as:275

L=
−u3∗θs
kg(w′θ′

s)
, (9)

where u∗ denotes the friction velocity, k = 0.4 denotes the von Kármán constant, g denotes the acceleration due to gravity, θs

denotes the sonic temperature, andw′θ′
s denotes the buoyancy flux. The friction velocity is estimated as u∗ = (u′w′2+u′v′2)

1
4 .

The stability classification of the Obhukov parameter z/L is performed for 30-minute averages based on Wyngaard (2010)

and further used in (Simley et al., 2016), where negative values indicate the presence of unstable conditions (z/L≤−0.04),280

positive values (z/L≥ 0.4) correspond to stable conditions, and values close to zero (−0.04≤ z/L≤ 0.04) are related to

neutral conditions.

The wind shear profile was also estimated from the VAD lidar by fitting a shear exponent αshear based on the power law

between the top and bottom blade tips. The test site experienced larger than expected values of wind shear with an average

value of 0.3 throughout the measurement campaign (Sengers et al., 2023). The wind veer γ was calculated from the VAD lidar285

as the difference in wind direction between the top and bottom blade tips, and was clockwise positive. The actual yaw offset

γWT was calculated by subtracting the GPS measured WT1 heading from the wind direction at the hub height measured from

the met mast as follows:

γWT1 = θGPS,1− θwdir and γWT2 = θGPS,2− θwdir. (10)

A positive yaw misalignment was identified when the turbine was rotated clockwise looking from the top (Fig. 3). Data filtering290

for the field measurements was performed using a kernel density-based filter based on Beck and Kühn (2017) to identify and

remove low-quality measurements. The method filters for the line-of-sight velocity and the Signal-Noise-Ratio (SNR) in a

bi-variate manner based upon the assumption of self-similarity of valid data. The method is applied on all the collected vvlos

measurements on the measurement plane and is capable of identifying hard targets such as the nacelle and blades through the

clusters in the vvlos- SNR space. The measurements are discretized and grouped into bins based on their vvlos- SNR values.295

The frequency distribution of data points within each bin was then determined. Bins with frequencies exceeding 20 % of the

most populated bin were retained for further analysis.

2.5 Numerical simulations of the experimental site

Before interpreting results, it is necessary to quantify the effect of lidar measurement error and uncertainties discussed in

Section 2.3. To this end, we modelled the wind farm and inflow conditions in a simulation environment. The wind data are300

obtained from high-fidelity LES runs where the performance of two virtual WindScanners was assessed. The wind field was

created using high-resolution LES performed with the Parallelised Large-Eddy Simulation Model (PALM). The PALM code

is widely used for atmospheric boundary layer studies and works by solving the filtered, incompressible, non-hydrostatic

Navier-Stokes equations. Further details of the model are available in Maronga et al. (2015). A single stably stratified LES run

was performed and the two eno126 turbines are simulated with the actuator sector method using the Fatigue, Aerodynamics,305

Structures and Turbulence code (FAST) v8 (Jonkman et al., 2005), by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)
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that is directly coupled with the LES (Krüger et al., 2022) allowing for the transfer of forces and velocities between the

two simulations. The turbine FAST model was built using the aerodynamic properties, tower properties, and turbine controller

provided by the farm operator. The eigenfrequencies of the FAST model of the two turbines are further tuned based on load data

measured during the experiments. The WindScanners were simulated using the integrated lidar simulator (LiXim) developed310

by Trabucchi (2020) which can simulate lidar kinematic and optical properties. LiXim simulates the volume averaging property

by discretising Eq. (5) in the LES while the uncertainty in beam pointing and environmental factors are not modelled.

An atmospheric boundary layer of stable stratification was simulated in a domain of dimensions 81 D x 20 D x 3.8 D with a

uniform grid spacing of 5 m. Turbulence recycling (Lund et al., 1998) was applied at a distance of 15 D from the inlet, where

the instantaneous wind fields of the precursor simulation are introduced into the main simulation. The potential temperature315

at the ground was set to 280 K. A potential temperature gradient of 1 K/100 m was prescribed from 100 m above the ground

while the simulation was performed for 4800 s sampled at 5 Hz. For the analysis, the first 600 s of the simulation were removed

to avoid transient effects, and only the final 35 simulation minutes were utilised to correspond with the field measurements.

The terrain was modelled by prescribing a ground roughness length of 0.1 m. The simulated wind field has a mean wind

speed at hub height u∞ = 7.77 m/s and a TI = 6.7%. The stable atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) is characterised by a320

strong shear exponent αshear = 0.44 and a wind veer of 20.7° between the top and bottom rotor tips. The virtual WindScanners

are programmed to perform horizontal plane scans similar to the experimental setup following Eq. (6). The two operational

turbines aligned in the prevailing wind direction in the LES resembled a full-wake scenario at WT2.

3 Results

This section is divided into two parts. In the first section, we show the results of the virtual WindScanner simulations in the325

LES and estimate the uncertainty associated with the dual-Doppler reconstruction. The results from the field measurements

are presented in the second section. As the measurement plane extends 0.4 D downstream of WT2, laser beam blockage

due to blade rotation was expected. During post-processing, it was discovered that the data quality for the measurements at

0.2≤ x/D ≤ 0.4 was poor and hence was discarded for both LES and field measurements. A comparison against engineering

models of the induction zone is shown only for the undisturbed induction case.330

3.1 Virtual WindScanner Evaluation in LES

Line-of-sight simulations of the two WindScanners are performed using LiXim and the LES flowfield, after which a dual-

Doppler reconstruction is applied to resolve the longitudinal and lateral wind fields. In Fig. 6, reconstructions of the Wind-

Scanner estimated 35-minute averaged longitudinal, lateral wind profiles are presented alongside the reference LES. A good

qualitative agreement between the LES and the virtual WindScanner resolved u,v profiles is noted at most parts of the scanning335

area. The simulations reveal that the WindScanners can capture the spatial features in the flow such as the wake rotation and

flow expansion at the rotor tips. For the u profiles, the velocity profiles show deviations from the LES reference, presumably

because of the directional bias induced by the large elevation angles and the probe volume extending through the shear layer
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Figure 6. Longitudinal (u), lateral (v) and vertical (w) velocities on the horizontal plane from the LES (1st row) and the results of 2D

WindScanner reconstruction inside the LES (2nd row) both averaged for the last 35 minutes of the simulation. The black vertical line at

x/D = 0 is the rotor of WT2.

and from the wake into the freestream. The lateral velocity profiles illustrating the wake rotation and flow expansion are cap-

tured well by the WindScanners. The profiles also indicate that the dominant flow structures in the induction zone are captured340

well for an average duration of 35 minutes when similar wind conditions are maintained for the scan duration.

3.1.1 Statistical Uncertainty

First, we discuss statistical uncertainty denoting the standard error of the mean. While the total propagated uncertainty regards

the propagation of uncertainty of single variables through the dual-Doppler reconstruction, the statistical uncertainty quantifies345

the precision of the results from different scans with a higher number of scans typically reducing measurement noise from

the statistical error. To quantify the statistical uncertainty, we use the margin of error estimated in the scanning area. It was

calculated as eu,stat =
zγσu√
N

and ev,stat =
zγσv√
N

. Here zγ , the confidence level, is set to 1.96, denoting the 95 % confidence

interval, σu,σv are the standard deviations of the longitudinal and lateral velocity components in the scan plane obtained from

the WindScanner simulations and N is the number of samples.350

Application of these equations to calculate the statistical error requires a large number of uncorrelated samples. Therefore,

the independence of the measurement samples is analysed by checking if the scanning time is long enough to ensure that

the samples are separated by several multiples of integral length scales (Tab. 3). Tennekes and Lumley (2018) describe that,
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for statistical independence, sampling the wind once every two integral time scales is adequate. For our investigated cases,

the scan time multiples of the integral length scale vary from 2.6 to 6.5. Therefore, while the measurements may not be355

entirely independent due to the relatively short integral time scale compared to the scanning time, they may still be treated as

approximately independent.

We now calculate the statistical uncertainty using the 1.96σ√
Ns

to estimate the statistical uncertainty where Ns is the number of

independent samples. This effective sample size accounts for correlations in the turbulent flow, leading to a more accurate

estimate of the error of the mean. The effective sample size is calculated based on Wilks (2019) as:360

Ns =N〈1− r
1 + r

〉, (11)

where r is the lag-1 auto correlation.
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Figure 7. Statistical uncertainty estimated through the margin of error for the (a) u and (b) v components for the evaluated LES flow field.

Figure 7 shows the variation of the margin of error in the scanning area for the two reconstructed components. The margin of

error for the longitudinal component varies in the scan area between 0.2 m/s to 0.4 m/s depending on the turbulence intensity

in the wake. Similarly, for the v- component, the margin of error varies up to 0.21 m/s. The higher errors at scan edges could365

be attributed to the low amount of data points in these locations as a consequence of the scanning patterns. In the field, we

expect that the margin of error would be slightly higher than in the idealised LES due to the filtering procedure reducing data

availability in each scan.

3.1.2 Dual-Doppler Propagated Uncertainty in LES370

Secondly, we discuss the total propagated uncertainties estimated through the SUP method. The total propagated errors in the

estimation of the longitudinal and lateral wind speed components are performed based on Eqs. 7 and 8 and illustrated in Fig. 8.

To study the influence of spatial velocity variation in the wake, the actual LES w component in Fig. 6 is used. The u component

estimation error eu varied between 0.2 m/s and 1 m/s. As expected, eu is large at the WT2 rotor plane for the locations exhibit-

ing higher w velocities. eu is highest at the scan location closest to WS1 with the highest elevation angles whereby the lidars375
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could only measure a small projection of the longitudinal wind speed. Similar behaviour is seen for the ev as well ranging from

0.4 m/s to 1.1 m/s in the scanning area with the highest values seen where larger w velocities are present and at the scan area

where the beam intersection angles are the lowest (Fig. 5).
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Figure 8. Dual-Doppler reconstruction error for (a) the longitudinal (eu) and (b) the lateral (ev) components for the evaluated LES flow field.

The markers P1 - P6 indicate regions of interest.

Figure 9 illustrates the quadratic contributions of the different error terms in Eq. 7 and Eq. 8 and the total error for the380

respective flow component visualised for six locations (P1, P2,... P6) as marked in Fig. 8. To analyse the contribution of certain

measurement errors, the standard uncertainty propagation is evaluated for an error in vlos of 0.1 %, a pointing accuracy of 0.1°

while the error introduced due to neglecting the vertical flow component is obtained from the local LES w component. The

magnitude of the individual error contributions is normalised by the total error (eu, ev) to obtain the contribution of each term

to the total error. For eu, the following trends are noticed. The line-of-sight error evlos,i contribution is almost negligible for all385

6 points. The error due to the w component assumption ew,i has a significant contribution to eu, especially at P4, P5 and P6 due

to the large local w at these locations. At P1, P2 and P3, eδi has a large contribution due to the severe elevation angles required

to scan at these points and the positive correlation between ∂u
∂δ and δ. The varying contributions of ew,i at the points of interest

can be explained by the relative alignment of the lidar with the wind direction. For a non-zero w component, an aligned lidar

will contain a larger contribution of the w component projected onto its line-of-sight compared to the un-aligned case. At P1390

and P4, the contribution of ew,2 is the largest as WS2 is more aligned with the longitudinal wind component in comparison to

WS1. Similarly, at P3, P5 and P6, WS1 is approximately aligned with the longitudinal wind speed component. So the errors at

these points are dominated by the ew,1, which is highest at P5 due to the large local w velocity in the LES field. For ev, it is

clear that the errors are preliminarily driven by the ew while evlos,i is almost negligible. However, the contributions of eχ,i and

eδ,i are larger compared to that of eu highlighting the sensitivity of the pointing angles for the lateral component reconstruction.395
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(a) (b)

Figure 9. Quadratic contributions of the different error terms in the Standard Uncertainty Propagation (SUP) to the (a) longitudinal (eu) and

(b) lateral (ev) components at the marker positions P1 to P6.

To visualise the reconstruction accuracy, horizontal velocity profiles are extracted at six upstream streamwise cross sections

and compared against LES in Fig. 10. The shaded region illustrates the total measurement uncertainty where the statistical un-

certainty and the propagated uncertainty are summed in quadrature assuming a perfectly calibrated lidar with no measurement

bias and uncorrelated errors. This total combined uncertainty accounts for the statistical variability in the measured flow in400

addition to the variability due to the lidar limitations. The longitudinal velocity profiles measured by the virtual WindScanners

at x/D <−0.63 exhibit deviations from the LES due to the large elevation angles required for scanning, while the estimation

errors reduce towards WT2. Similarly, very close to the downstream turbine at x/D =−0.08, the WindScanner measured u

profile is lower compared to the LES close to the rotor axis as the measurement volume extends behind the rotor while scan-

ning very close to the rotor plane. At x/D =−0.8, the maximum u error is 11.6 %, while the error reduces in the downstream405

direction with a maximum error of 9.7 % at x/D =−0.63. The WindScanner-measured u velocity profiles at x/D =−0.56,

x/D =−0.48, and x/D =−0.32 agree well with the LES. Moving further downstream, the difference in the intersection

angles of the two lidars decreases. Therefore, the u component is estimated better on the scan’s downstream side as the laser

beams align with the prevailing wind direction with reducing elevation angles. While the intersection angle reduces towards

WT2, the velocity profile at x/D =−0.08 shows slightly larger error bars due to a large vertical wind speed component re-410

sulting from local aerodynamic effects close to the rotor plane of WT2. The lateral velocity component profiles show a good
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agreement with the LES, with minor differences seen at the scan edges. The error bars around the v component profiles are

larger than the differences in the LES and WindScanner resolved profiles due to the inclusion of multiple error terms in the

SUP. This indicates that the WindScanners can resolve the 2D velocity profiles with the current setup. While using the local w

component in the SUP, it is seen that the observed velocity reconstruction errors are dependent on both the scanning strategy415

and the flow dynamics.
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Figure 10. WindScanner estimated velocity profiles (red) of longitudinal (a) and lateral (b) velocities at six upstream cross sections compared

against the reference LES (blue). The red shaded area indicate the total combined measurement uncertainty estimated through Eqn. 7 and

Eqn. 8 using the local w velocity component.

3.2 Measurement Results

This section illustrates and discusses the field measurements for the four measurement cases covering scenarios from undis-

turbed inflow to full and partial wake scenarios as described in Table 3. To calculate the propagated uncertainties using field

data it is required to assume a constant w. For the full wake and partial wake cases, a value of w = 1 m/s is applied, similar420

to van Dooren et al. (2017). However, assuming a constant w on the scanning area masks the velocity reconstruction error that

is dependent on the flow dynamics, especially close to the rotor. Furthermore, this leads to a larger magnitude of eu and ev

compared to the error when using the local w velocities directly.

3.2.1 The undisturbed induction zone

Figure 11 shows the averaged longitudinal and lateral wind velocities extracted from the WindScanner measurements of Case425

1 in Tab. 3 with a mean wind speed of 8.51 m/s and a weakly stable stratification. The non-operating upstream turbine had an

average yaw misalignment of 3.7°, whereas the downstream turbine had an average misalignment of 0.9° during the measure-

ment period. The extent of the induction zone can be visualised by the u-component deceleration and is very strong within
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−0.6≤ x/D ≤ 0 upstream of WT2. This strong velocity deficit can be attributed to high axial induction and weakly stable

stratification during the measurement period inhibiting vertical displacement of air particles further enhancing the blockage.430

The induction effect is strongest at the inboard blade stations and decreases towards the blade tips. The induction zone also

exhibits a slightly asymmetrical distribution between the left (y/D > 0) and right sides (y/D < 0) of the rotor.

Looking downwind, this slight asymmetry could be attributed to the presence of a tall treeline in-between WT1 and WT2 per-

turbing the flow by acting as a windbreak (Counihan et al., 1974; Tobin et al., 2017) and the strong vertical shear αshear = 0.21

that causes a vertical wind speed gradient varying the relative wind speed and the angle of attack of the blades during a rota-435

tion. Additionally, the induced velocities at the rotor plane are influenced by the counter-rotating wake creating a momentum

transfer between the lower and upper rotor regions leading to a difference in flow magnitude between y/D > 0 and y/D < 0

(Madsen et al., 2012). Hence, the blade sections would experience varying blade forces that vary the local thrust coefficient,

and the corresponding deceleration. The lateral velocity component is non-zero close to the blade tips, indicating a flow expan-

sion around the rotor. The large lateral velocities present close to the rotor plane can be attributed to the lower data availability440

due to blade passage, improper tracking of wind direction by WT2 influencing the induced velocities and neglecting vertical

velocity in the dual-Doppler reconstruction. In Figure 11 (c), the u,v wind components within the scanning plane are combined

to illustrate the wind direction behaviour in the scan plane, exhibiting an induction zone asymmetry and flow expansion around

the WT2 rotor.

In Fig. 12, horizontal inflow profiles at five upstream distances moving towards WT2 are plotted. The shaded regions indicate445

the total measurement uncertainty bounds calculated for the dual-Doppler reconstruction using Eq. (7), and Eq. (8). Here, a
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Figure 11. Case 1: Longitudinal (a) and lateral (b) velocities measured while WT1 was not operating and WT2 was operational. In (c), the

quiver plot is based on the measured horizontal velocities.
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constant vertical component w = 0.2 m/s is assumed, as no wakes are propagating from the non-operational upstream turbine

and no direct measurements of the w component were available in the scanned area. The u component uncertainty due to

the dual-Doppler reconstruction decreases moving toward the rotor. The horizontal profiles at −0.8≤ x/D ≤−0.31 exhibit

asymmetrical behaviour between the left (y/D > 0) and right (y/D < 0) blade tips, whereas at x/D =−0.16, the asymmetry450

disappears. The magnitude of the velocity deviations lies within the calculated uncertainty bounds. The lateral velocity profiles

show a large magnitude very close to the rotor tips due to the flow expansion.

a) b)

Figure 12. Case 1: Inflow longitudinal (a) and lateral (b) profiles extracted at various positions upstream of WT2. The shaded area represents

the total combined measurement uncertainty calculated from the standard uncertainty propagation method (eu) with w = 0.2 m/s, as WT1

was not operational.

Figure 13. Case 1: Comparison of the velocity deceleration along the rotor axis against the predictions from different induction zone models.

The green shaded area represents the upper and lower bounds of the total measurement uncertainty.
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We compared the different induction zone models against the measurements along the rotor axis, as illustrated in Fig. 13.

The upper and lower bounds of the WindScanner represent the propagated uncertainty bounds. Data availability between455

0≤ x/D ≤ 0.2 is reduced due to the presence of the nacelle and therefore excluded. Also plotted is the velocity deceleration

predicted by the 1D vortex sheet theory (Medici et al., 2011) using the freestream velocity measured at the met mast extrap-

olated to WT2 hub height using the shear exponent and the axial induction factor of 0.23 estimated from the turbine thrust

curve. The model-predicted velocity deceleration falls within the WindScanner bounds till x/D <−0.4 while the slowdown

is under-predicted close to the rotor plane. Simley et al. (2016) also noted similar bias, the reasons for which were the model460

does not consider atmospheric stability nor the presence of the tower and nacelle-induced deceleration.

The velocity deceleration predicted by the Vortex Cylinder model (VC model) (Branlard and Gaunaa, 2015), FLORIS coupled

with the Induction model (FLORIS+Induction) (Branlard and Meyer Forsting, 2020) and the self-similar model (Troldborg

and Meyer Forsting, 2017) is also illustrated in Fig. 13 using the inflow conditions in Table. 3 as input parameters. Although

these models can predict the upstream velocity deceleration in the horizontal plane, they do not consider the vertical shear.465

Therefore, only the deceleration along the rotor axis is displayed. The FLORIS+Induction model also utilises said VC method

to predict the induction deceleration coupled with the Gaussian wake model in FLORIS accessed from Branlard (2019). As

expected, the VC model shows excellent agreement with the 1D vortex sheet results but exhibits an under-prediction of the

velocity decrease compared to the measurements. A similar under-prediction of the velocity decrease by the VC model was

noted in Meyer Forsting et al. (2021) as no wake expansion is considered to affect the momentum balance between upstream470

and downstream of the rotor, which increases with increasing thrust coefficients, is included. Also shown in Fig. 13 are the

results of the self-similar model proposed by Troldborg and Meyer Forsting (2017). Along the rotor axis, the model is similar

to the VC model but contains an additional thrust-dependant scaling term to correct for the systematically underestimated axial

induction. Applying their thrust correction factor, a better agreement with the WindScanner measurements is obtained until

x/D <−0.4. The FLORIS+Induction model consistently under-predicts the magnitude of the velocity decrease along the cen-475

tre line, with the effect becoming more severe towards the rotor. The axial induction and, therefore, the deceleration obtained

from the FLORIS model were lower compared to the field measurements.

3.2.2 The fully waked induction zone

This section presents the results of Case 2, with u∞ = 9.60 m/s, θwdir = 225.3°± 7.1° and wind veer γ = 19.8° in a near-

neutral stratification. During the measurement period, the upstream turbine was operated by a greedy controller that introduced480

an average yaw misalignment of−1.3°, while WT2 was misaligned with an average of 0.6° with the prevailing wind direction.

Hence, a full-wake scenario at WT2 is occurring. The WindScanners were programmed to perform horizontal scans at the hub

height of WT2. This resulted in scans capturing the WT1 wake on a horizontal plane 0.16 D above the hub height of WT1

owing to the hub height difference.

Due to the downstream turbine operation, an induction zone deceleration is observed inside the wake between−0.5≤ x/D ≤ 0485

upstream of the rotor, as shown in Fig. 14. The lateral velocity component is dominated by a lateral flow towards the left

side (y/D > 0) of the rotor looking downstream. The flow expansion around the downstream turbine can be observed with
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stronger lateral velocities on the left side of the rotor (y/D > 0) looking downwind. In the region, −0.8≤ x/D ≤ 0 and

−0.1≤ y/D ≤ 0.3, a strong cross-wind component is introduced to the wake that rotates in the opposite direction to that of

the clockwise rotating rotor. By combining the u and v velocities, the local wind vector in the horizontal scan plane can be490

estimated. Plotted in Fig. 14 (c) is the total horizontal velocity magnitude U superimposed with streamlines. A clear induction

zone is visible centred around the rotor axis in the region −0.5≤ x/D ≤ 0 while the wake is expanded around the strong

induction. Due to the proximity between the two turbines, an interaction between the induction zone of the downstream turbine

with the wake of the upstream turbine is observed, while the wake deficit is further increased as the induction zone blocks and

expands the flow around it.495

The horizontal flow profiles were plotted at five locations upstream of WT2, as shown in Fig. 15, to investigate the effect of

WT2 induction on the wake profiles. As no measurements of the w component were available, a conservative value of 1 m/s

has been utilised to estimate the upper and lower uncertainty bounds of the profiles. Instead of recovering, the longitudinal

velocity profiles show a deceleration towards WT2. The effect of induction is strongest close to the rotor axis between −0.2≤
y/D ≤ 0.2 where a velocity reduction of 27 % is observed between x/D =−0.8 and x/D =−0.15. The lateral velocity500

component shows a non-zero component between −0.2≤ y/D ≤ 0.2, indicating that the flow is pushed towards the blade tips

and around the induction zone. The lateral velocity variations at the blade tips are due to the reduced data availability close to

the blades (x/D ≥−0.15) due to blade passage and the yaw error of the downstream turbine. The turbine does not follow the

wind direction perfectly; hence, time-varying yaw errors can be introduced, which would induce movement of the rotor within

the scan area leading to erroneous estimates in the measurements. The lateral velocity profiles at different upstream positions505
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Figure 14. Case 2: Longitudinal (a) and lateral (b) velocities measured for the full wake case. The contour of the magnitude of the horizontal

velocity and its vector field is plotted in (c).
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exhibit a slight asymmetry. While terrain heterogeneity could explain some of the measured features, further differences with

the undisturbed inflow case is expected due to the WT1 wake and differences in inflow conditions. For Case 2, the inflow is

characterised by high shear and veer between the top and bottom rotor blade tips, in contrast to Case 1. This interaction of

vertical shear with the wake can lead to an asymmetric velocity distribution as the wake rotation mixes the different layers of

fluid in the vertically sheared flow (Sezer-Uzol and Uzol, 2013; Xie and Archer, 2017; Abkar et al., 2018). At all five upstream510

positions, the wake at y/D < 0 exhibited stronger velocity reductions than the wake at y/D > 0, however, the magnitude of

the velocity deviations are within the calculated uncertainty bounds.

Figure 15. Case 2: Longitudinal and lateral velocities measured for the full wake case. The shaded area represents the total combined

uncertainty calculated from the standard uncertainty propagation method (eu) with w = 1 m/s, as WT1 was operational.

3.2.3 The partially waked induction zone

Finally, we present the measurements of the induction zone upstream of WT2 during a partially waked condition shown in

Fig. 16. The results for both positive and negative yaw offsets of WT1 are illustrated in Fig. 16. For a positive offset (Case 3:515

γWT1 = 12.8°), a wake deflection towards the left of the rotor (y/D > 0) is observed in the u component looking downstream,

while the wake deflects to the right of the rotor (y/D < 0) for the negative offset (Case 4: γWT1 =−8.9°). For both cases, the

partially waked inflow into WT2 is caused due to a combination of the yaw offset applied on WT1 and the misalignment of the

wind direction with the orientation of the WT1-WT2 axis. For Case 3, the lateral velocity component is characterised by a flow

towards the left side of the rotor (y/D > 0) due to a combination of the counter-clockwise wake rotation and the lateral force520

applied on the flow due to the intentional yawing of the turbine. The opposite effect is observed for Case 4, where a lateral

flow towards the right side of the rotor plane is seen. The findings correspond to Fleming et al. (2018), where a stronger wake
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deflection for the positive yaw case is seen due to the aggregated effect of the wake rotation and counter-rotating vortices in

comparison to the negative deflection case.
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Figure 16. Cases 3 and 4: Longitudinal and lateral velocities measured for positive yaw offset (Case 3, 1st row) and negative yaw offset

(Case 4, 2nd row). The red dashed line represents the average wind direction during the measurement period.

In both cases, the maximum magnitude of the lateral velocity inside the deflected wake is approximately 0.2 u∞ to 0.25 u∞.525

The positive yaw offset case exhibits a comparatively more substantial lateral flow component compared to the negative yaw

offset due to the 10° misalignment between the turbine orientation and the wind direction as the lateral velocity would be

increased by the projection of misaligned inflow into the defined coordinate system. As the measurements are in the near wake

region of WT1, the lateral velocity would be additionally influenced by the aerodynamic effects of the rotor while the effect of

yaw steering on the lateral component would be dominant further downstream. In both cases, the lateral component increases530

towards the blade tips to account for the flow expansion close to the downstream turbine. It is noted that for the positive offset

case, the spatial distribution of the u component seems to move near the rotor axis instead of deflecting towards y/D > 0.

This could be potentially attributed to the 10° misalignment between the wind direction and the turbine orientation direction in

addition to the large variability of the wind direction from 208° to 223° which was the highest of all investigated cases.

Figure 17 illustrates the horizontal wake profiles of the longitudinal and lateral velocities at five distances upstream of WT2 for535

the two wake deflection cases. The dots correspond to the wake centre position determined by fitting a Gaussian through the

measured wake profiles (Hulsman et al., 2022b). For the positive offset γWT1 = 12.8°, the wake centre deflects further to the

left of the rotor to approximately y/D = 0.32. Similarly, the wake centre is deflected to the right to approximately y/D =−0.2

for negative offset γWT1 =−8.9°. In both cases, the wake centre in the horizontal profiles does not exhibit significant lateral

movement evidenced by the clustered wake centre locations in Fig 17. In both cases, a yaw-induced lateral flow is observed540

inside the deflected wake with a magnitude depending on the yaw offset and is present at the location of the maximum velocity
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deficit.
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Figure 17. Cases 3 and 4: Wake profiles of the normalised longitudinal component (upper row) and the lateral velocity (lower row) extracted

at various positions upstream of WT2 during active wake steering at WT1. The dots correspond to the wake centre at each location. The

shaded area represents the total combined uncertainty calculated using the SUP method with w = 1 m/s.

4 Discussion

We characterise the interaction of the near-wake and the induction zone between two closely spaced turbines with two syn-545

chronised scanning lidars. During the measurement campaign, yaw control is implemented on the upstream turbine. Hence, 2D

characterisation of the induction zone of the downstream turbine is achieved for unwaked, waked and partial wake conditions.

Measurement campaigns require a comprehensive description of the measurement setup and appropriate uncertainty quantifi-

cation to interpret results. As only two lidars were available for the experiment, an assumption on the vertical flow component,

e.g. w = 0 m/s for the dual-Doppler reconstruction is necessary to extract two-dimensional horizontal flow fields. The location550

of the lidar and scanning trajectory have a significant impact on the measured velocity profiles. Therefore, to quantify the effect

of the measurement setup and WindScanner limitations, we simulate the measurement scenario using a high-fidelity LES and

a lidar simulator. Although such simulations might not completely capture the spatio-temporal dynamics observed in the field,

they provide a complementary methodology for performance and quality assessment.
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A comparison between the LES and the virtually simulated WindScanner indicates that the WindScanners can capture the main555

flow structures within a horizontal plane despite the used assumption (w = 0 m/s) and the inherent measurement principle lim-

itations, such as directional bias and probe volume averaging. Analysis of the statistical and propagated uncertainties revealed

that the former had in comparison a smaller uncertainty. For the longitudinal component, a maximum statistical uncertainty

of 5 % and a maximum propagated uncertainty of 15 % relative to the mean wind speed was observed. A deeper analysis of

the propagated uncertainties indicated that the main contribution to the uncertainty to estimate the u,v component was the560

w = 0 m/s assumption. Other important sources of the uncertainty were the probe volume averaging effect, the inaccuracy of

the beam-intersection angles and the beam-pointing errors.

The simulations highlight that spatial error variation also depends on the local vertical velocity distribution in the scanning

area. This means that the reconstruction accuracy is not only lidar-dependent but also flow field dependent. Furthermore, the

combination of the lidar-dependent errors and the vertical velocity increases the error, especially for a large elevation angle δ.565

Because no local vertical velocity measurements were available in the scanning area, a local vertical assumption was required

to conduct the SUP. Therefore, the approach of van Dooren et al. (2016) was followed by assuming a conservative vertical

velocity of either 0.2 m/s (un-waked) or 1 m/s (waked) over the scanning area. This assumption masks the influence of the flow

dynamics on the propagated errors and significantly increases the magnitude of the propagated errors. This complicates the

analyses to determine significant flow features from field measurements, especially in waked cases. Further measurements with570

a third synchronised lidar are suggested to avoid the assumption of neglecting the vertical velocity and provide measurements

with a lower uncertainty of the flow within the induction zone.

In the second part of this study, the full-scale experimental measurements using synchronised scanning lidar systems are

analysed. Although accurate spatial and temporal synchronisation was achieved after careful calibration in the field, inherent

uncertainties of the scanning lidar measurements need to be evaluated. The applied error of 0.1 % for vlos might be low for this575

measurement campaign. The work of Pedersen and Courtney (2021) suggested a 0.1% error in a highly controlled environment.

van Dooren et al. (2022), used the same WindScanner lidars in a wind tunnel study and quantified the error against a hot wire

anemometer with a mean average error metric less than 2 %. However, the probe lengths in their study were in the order of 13

cm. In the current field measurements, probe lengths in the order of 6.75 m to 27.75 m are measured increasing the expected

error. Further measurements are required to obtain a representative evlos. This can be achieved by focusing the lidar next to a580

sonic anemometer to determine the impact of the probe volume effect on the line-of-sight measurements. Further WindScanner

simulations indicated that the total propagated error was insensitive to a higher and more realistic 2 % line-of-sight error. An

important aspect to consider during cw scanning measurements is the trade-off between spatial and temporal resolution. With

a slower scan speed, the measurements cannot capture the fluctuating behaviour of the flow but only a fingerprint of the highly

turbulent near wake. Moreover, the variable probe length during the scan causes a focal distance-dependent bias and therefore585

a variable low-pass filtering effect throughout the scan. Correcting for this effect is a challenging task and requires precise

knowledge of the filtered and unfiltered spectra to either construct a transfer function or model (Angelou et al., 2012; van

Dooren et al., 2022). This was not performed in the current measurements.

As expected, the measurements reveal the influences of the wake of WT1 on the induction zone of WT2. A longitudinal speed
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reduction towards the rotor plane is observed in the free inflow case. The lateral component shows a non-zero speed com-590

ponent towards the edges of the rotor, which indicates a flow expansion. An asymmetrical induction zone at hub height was

also recorded and can be caused by multiple effects. This asymmetry can potentially be attributed to the dynamic interac-

tion between the vertical shear and the rotating blades, which was noted by Bastankhah and Porte-Agel (2017) using wind

tunnel measurements. Madsen et al. (2012) suggested that the induction zone at the rotor plane could be influenced by the

counter-rotating wake creating a momentum transfer between the different rotor areas. Another possible effect of the observed595

asymmetry is the presence of a long and staggered treeline between the two turbines, which acts as a windbreak to the flow

perturbing in the region between the two turbines (Counihan et al., 1974; Tobin et al., 2017). Previous studies at the site (Huls-

man et al. (2022a)) have indicated the influence of a treeline on the met-mast measurements at 100 m elevation by comparing

it against the ground-based lidar. A possible flow diversion by the treeline would indicate a larger vertical velocity component.

This will lead to a larger uncertainty due to the necessary assumption of w = 0 m/s to apply the dual-Doppler reconstruc-600

tion. The magnitude of these terrain effects on the flow and the lidar measurements could not be quantified as no measurements

were available when both turbines were non-operational. A high-resolution LES study incorporating the terrain and the treeline

could be used to provide insights into the flow behaviour. However, the LES runs were intended to study the lidar measurement

accuracy and therefore were only initialised with a similar roughness length to the terrain.

An evaluation of various induction zone models is conducted, highlighting that the velocity deceleration modelled by the self-605

similar model (Troldborg and Meyer Forsting, 2017) is in good agreement with the measurement data. More measurements

covering more extensive operating and stability regimes would provide more insight. When both turbines were operational

and aligned with the prevailing θwdir (fully waked), a clear overlap of the wake of WT1 and the induction zone of WT2 was

observed. While vertical plane scans would have revealed the vertical shear and veer interaction with the wake, this was not

investigated in the current study. The measurements during yaw steering show partial wake conditions impinging on either610

side of the rotor. It was expected that due to the partial wake inflow into WT2, the aerodynamic induction between the waked

and unwaked parts of the rotor would differ impacting the distribution of induction zone deceleration over the rotor. However,

these effects were not quantified in our study as the measured effects were within the uncertainty bounds of the measurements

and therefore not significant enough. Additional measurements during partial wake conditions would be beneficial, especially

with a third synchronised lidar, to study these interactions. While the hub height difference of 20 m between the two turbines615

would influence the measured induction zone and wake interaction, the effect could not be characterised as the presented study

is specific to this two-turbine layout. The results of this study are based on four measurement cases containing 2-D flow within

a horizontal scan performed at the hub height of the downstream turbine. However, future investigations should include mea-

surements conducted with turbines at the same hub height and measure vertical planes or full rotor planes. This will aid in

investigating the influence of atmospheric effects such as wind shear and veer. Multiple vertical plane measurements can also620

be performed to study the evolution of the flow field between the two turbines. A longer measurement campaign covering a

range of shear and veer conditions including negligible veer and shear is suggested to investigate any possible correlations

between atmospheric effects and the behaviour of the induction zone.
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5 Conclusions

In this paper, results of a measurement campaign using two synchronised WindScanner lidars are presented which were used625

to capture the flow between two 3.5 MW utility-size turbines spaced 2.7 diameters (D = 126 m) apart. The lidar measurements

were further supported by a ground-based lidar, a met mast and an eddy covariance station to accurately characterise the inflow.

A detailed error analysis is performed by recreating the measurement procedure in a Large-Eddy Simulation where two virtual

WindScanners were simulated to evaluate the dual-Doppler reconstruction accuracy. The reconstruction accuracy is influenced

by the limitations of the measurement device, the reconstruction principle and the spatial variability of the vertical flow. The630

narrow turbine spacing and active wake steering on the upstream turbine allowed the characterisation of the induction zone

flow behaviour for free inflow, fully waked and partially wake scenarios. To the authors’ knowledge capturing the 2-D flow

both within the near wake and the induction zone during an intentional yaw misalignment in the field is measured for the first

time. For a fully waked inflow, the impact of the induction zone on the wake was observed. This increased the wake deficit

close to the rotor.635

The study further highlights the challenges in conducting field measurements, and the additional considerations needed to

characterise the induction zone behaviour. As field data is accepted as the ground truth and demanded for validating numerical

models, a thorough characterisation of the site, the lidars, the measurements and their associated uncertainties are provided to

ensure comprehensive traceability of the measurements. Further measurements, covering a larger range of inflow scenarios,

preferably with a third synchronised lidar to avoid neglecting the vertical velocity in the dual-Doppler reconstruction, in con-640

junction with high-resolution simulations are suggested for further work to obtain a deeper understanding of the induction zone

behaviour for various operational states of the turbine.
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